Tokyo Gas is Japan’s biggest city gas distributor, with over 9.9 million customers. Its area of
operations encompasses the Tokyo metropolitan area and the Kanto region, which surrounds
it—a prosperous market of huge potential demand. Since April 2006, the Tokyo Gas Group
has followed a medium-term management plan for fiscal 2006–2010. The plan seeks to
exploit business opportunities arising from current trends in the energy industry, including
advancing deregulation and intensifying inter-company competition. Tokyo Gas Group is
determined to achieve sustainable growth and development as a leading player in the integrated energy business centering on natural gas.

120

-year history

Our Mission

Since its founding in 1885, Tokyo Gas has consistently contributed to a more comfortable
life for its customers and industrial advancement through supply of city gas in Tokyo and
the surrounding areas. Our aim is to realize sustainable growth based on customer trust
and the engineering expertise accumulated as the largest gas company in Japan.

going the distance for vigorous customers

40

% of Japan’s GDP

Tokyo Gas serves the Kanto region, responsible for around 40% of Japan’s
total GDP. With pride and sense of responsibility, we fulfill our mission to
assure the stable supply of energy, so essential for the quality of urban life.

10

million customers

The number of customers served by Tokyo Gas throughout its supply area,
extending over Tokyo and eight prefectures, is expected to exceed 10 million
in 2007. We will continue to enhance customer comfort and peace of mind
through the values inherent our company.

more than

50,000

km

Our gas pipeline network covers our service area like a finely woven net,
which if stretched out, would extend approximately 50,000 km, a distance
greater than the circumference of the Earth. As Japan is an earthquakeprone country, we will ensure urban safety through the most advanced disaster-prevention measures across our network.
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